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What is the Green Book
Project?
A mobile app 

The Green Book Project is a mobile app
that helps folks from marginalized
groups find inclusive businesses and
avoid discrimination. The app allows
users to rate and review businesses
based on how inclusive they are, and
create safety alerts when locations are
temporarily unsafe. 

A digital community

Whether you're BIPOC, LGTBQ+, a
woman, and/or disabled, many of us
know what it's like to face
discrimination. While all of our
experiences are similar, they are still
unique. That's why The Green Book
Project puts intersectionality at the
heart of the platform. We're building a
community of diverse users who are all
looking out for each other.
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How it works

View reviews of any business written by users from
the Green Book Project community. Have an
experience you want to share? Write your own
review!

Read the reviews, Or Write Your Own:

Curious to know how a business treats Black
women? Queer folks? Use our intersections to filter
for reviews written by people like you.

Filter By "Intersections"

Use The Green Book Project's "business tags" to
identify inclusive practices and support businesses
owned by underrepresented folks.

Support inclusive business owners
"



Christian Lowe
CEO and Creator 

Meet the Founder Christian Lowe is a graduate of Texas A&M
University, where he studied International

relations with a focus on Diplomacy. 
 

Christian is a software engineer by trade
and formerly worked at Change.org in San
Francisco, California, where he built digital

tools to help petition starters create
campaigns for social change. 

 
When he’s not working on The Green Book

Project, Christian can be found playing
songs like “Wagon Wheel” on his acoustic

guitar.
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How did this all start?
Christian spent his senior year of college traveling the world on

a study abroad program called Semester at Sea.
 

As a Black man abroad, Christian found a new sense of comfort
and security while visiting countries that did not have the same

history of racism as the United States. However, as Christian
traveled to new places he witnessed how his friends who were
women, queer, and/or from marginalized socio-political groups
experienced discrimination that mirrored his own experiences

in the US.
 

Catalyzed by his travels abroad and inspired by the civil rights
era publication called The Negro Motorist: Green Book,

Christian decided to create an app that could keep marginalized
people safe. And thus, The Green Book Project was born.

 



Who is The Green
Book Project for?

In short, everyone!

The Green Book Project was created to
ensure that no one has to live in fear of
discrimination. Anyone can use The Green
Book Project, whether they face
discrimination in the form of racism,
misogyny, homophobia, transphobia,
ableism, or, are simply an ally to people
who do. Our mission is to create an open
and welcoming, digital community.
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Get in Contact

And don't forget to follow us on
social media:

Have questions about The Green Book
Project? Want to feature the app on your blog,

website, or podcast? Shoot us an email at:
contact@thegreenbook.io

https://www.instagram.com/the_green_book_project/
https://www.facebook.com/thegreenbookprojectapp
https://twitter.com/_thegreenbook
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mailto:contact@thegreenbook.io?subject=Questions%20about%20the%20Green%20Book


https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1520866722?pt=120385737&ct=landing-page&mt=8&platform=iphone

